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The total cross section and differential cross sections for the production of $B_c^\pm$ mesons, times their branching fraction to $J/\psi\pi^\pm$, are measured relative to those for the production of $B^\pm$ mesons, times their branching fraction to $J/\psi K^\pm$. The data used for this study correspond to an integrated luminosity of 20.3 fb$^{-1}$ of $pp$ collisions recorded by the ATLAS detector at the Large Hadron Collider in 2012 at a center-of-mass energy of $\sqrt{s}=8$ TeV. The measurement is performed differentially in bins of transverse momentum $p_T$ for 13 GeV < $p_T(B_c^\pm)$ < 22 GeV and $p_T(B_c^\pm)$ > 22 GeV and in bins of rapidity $y$ for $|y|<0.75$ and 0.75 < $|y|$ < 2.3. The relative cross section times branching fraction for the full range $p_T>13$ GeV and $|y|<2.3$ is $(0.34 \pm 0.04_{\text{stat}}^{+0.06}_{-0.02\text{sys}} \pm 0.01_{\text{lifetime}})\%$. The differential measurements suggest that the production cross section of the $B_c^\pm$ decreases faster with $p_T$ than the production cross section of the $B^\pm$, while no significant dependence on rapidity is observed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The $B_c^\pm$ meson is a bound state of the two heaviest distinct quarks able to form a stable state, $c$ and $\bar{c}$ for $B_c^+$ or $\bar{c}$ and $b$ for $B_c^-$. Measurements of its production can provide unique insight into heavy-quark hadronization: unlike lighter $B$-states, production of a $B_c^\pm$ meson requires collinear production of two distinct heavy quarks.

A measurement of the production cross section times branching fraction for $B_c^\pm \rightarrow J/\psi\pi^\pm$, relative to that for $B^\pm \rightarrow J/\psi K^\pm$, at $\sqrt{s}=8$ TeV of $pp$ collisions and differential in transverse momentum $p_T$ and in rapidity $y$ has not yet been reported for the fiducial region considered in this article and defined below, although measurements of the individual cross sections have been published. At $\sqrt{s}=7$ TeV, the LHCb Collaboration reported [1] a relative cross section times branching fraction of $(0.68 \pm 0.10_{\text{stat}} \pm 0.03_{\text{sys}} \pm 0.05_{\text{lifetime}})\%$ for $p_T(B_c^\pm)>4$ GeV in the pseudorapidity range $2.5<\eta<4.5$. LHCb reported [2] for the same differential relative $B_c^\pm$ cross section at $\sqrt{s}=8$ TeV a measurement of $(0.683 \pm 0.018_{\text{stat}} \pm 0.009_{\text{sys}})\%$ in the rapidity range $2.0<y<4.5$ for the interval $0<p_T(B_c^\pm)<20$ GeV. The measurement [2] by the LHCb Collaboration at $\sqrt{s}=8$ TeV has a very slight overlap with the fiducial region (defined below) of this one. In the fiducial region $13<p_T(B)<20$ GeV and $2.0<y(B)<2.3$, where the two experiments are both sensitive, the LHCb data show no trend in the ratio as a function of $p_T$. However, the LHCb dataset is dominated by $B_c^-$ candidates with $p_T$ lower than those in this ATLAS analysis. The CMS Collaboration measured the same quantity in the rapidity range $|y|<1.6$ for $p_T(B_c^\pm)>15$ GeV to be $(0.48 \pm 0.05_{\text{stat}} \pm 0.03_{\text{sys}} \pm 0.05_{\text{lifetime}})\%$ [3] at $\sqrt{s}=7$ TeV. The values reported here by ATLAS are smaller than those obtained by the other experiments at different energies and with different fiducial volumes, and evidence of dependence of this relative production cross section on transverse momentum is shown here for the first time.

Theoretical predictions for the hadronic $B_c^\pm$ production cross section have been reported by several authors [4–10] and this study is motivated by the range of predicted values. Theoretical calculations predict that the total production cross section $\sigma_{B_c}$ is in the range of 1 nb to 31.5 nb at $\sqrt{s}=1.8$ TeV and 44 nb to 190 nb at $\sqrt{s}=14$ TeV, but no published calculation for the relative cross section at $\sqrt{s}=8$ TeV is available at this time. These calculations depend on the square of the decay constant $f_{B_c}$ [4,11,12], which in the nonrelativistic approach is proportional to the absolute value of the wave function at the origin.
In this measurement of the cross section times branching fraction for $B^+_c \to J/\psi \pi^+$ relative to that for $B^{\pm} \to J/\psi K^{\pm}$, the $J/\psi$ mesons are reconstructed from their decays into $\mu^+\mu^-$. The relative cross section measurement is differential in two bins of the transverse momentum $p_T$ of the $B_c^+$, 13 GeV < $p_T$(B$_c^+$) < 22 GeV and $p_T$(B$_c^+$) > 22 GeV, for rapidity $|y| < 2.3$, and in two bins of rapidity $y$ of the $B_c^+$, $|y| < 0.75$ and 0.75 < $|y| < 2.3$, for $p_T$(B$_c^+$) > 13 GeV.

The relative cross section is also measured for the inclusive dataset with $p_T$ > 13 GeV and $|y| < 2.3$. The fiducial volume is defined by the requirements on $p_T(B_c^\pm)$ and $y(B_c^\pm)$. The bins are selected to equalize yields of the $B_c^\pm$. The same bin sizes are used for the $B^+_c$ and the $B^+_c$. The data were recorded in 2012 by the ATLAS [13] experiment at a center-of-mass energy of $\sqrt{s} = 8$ TeV.

The article is organized as follows. After this introduction, Sec. II provides an overview of the ATLAS detector including the trigger system and the objects used. Section III describes the simulation, reconstruction, and event selection. Section IV shows the relative cross-section calculation. Section V presents the fits to the mass distributions. Section VI describes the calculation of the efficiency and acceptance ratios. Section VII reports the systematic uncertainties. Section VIII presents the results of the measurements. Conclusions are drawn in Sec. IX.

II. THE ATLAS DETECTOR, TRIGGER, AND BASIC TRACK SELECTIONS

ATLAS is a general-purpose particle detector [13] consisting of several subsystems including the inner detector (ID), the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters, and the muon spectrometer (MS). Muons pass through the calorimeters and reach the MS if their momentum is above approximately 3 GeV. The ID features a three-component tracking system, consisting of two silicon-based detectors, the pixel detector and the microstrip semiconductor tracker (SCT), and the transition radiation tracker (TRT).

ID tracks are reconstructed if their transverse momentum is greater than 400 MeV and if the magnitude of their pseudorapidity, $|\eta|$, is less than 2.5. Muon candidates are either formed from a stand-alone MS track that is matched to an ID track (so-called combined muons) or from an ID track extrapolated to the MS and matched to track segments in the MS (so-called tagged muons) [14]. The ID and MS subsystems are of particular importance to this study. Only the data taken when both of these subsystems were properly operational and when LHC beams were stable are used, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 20.3 fb$^{-1}$. Although both the ID and the MS provide momentum measurements, in the $p_T$ range relevant to this analysis, the MS momentum resolution is worse than that of the ID due to energy loss in the calorimeters. Therefore, the MS is used only to identify muons, and the $p_T$ measurement is taken from the ID. The muon candidates are required to have the number of pixel hits plus the number of crossed dead pixel sensors greater than zero, the number of SCT hits plus the number of crossed dead SCT sensors greater than four, and the number of pixel holes$^3$ plus the number of SCT holes on the track less than three.

ID tracks from charged hadrons are required to have at least two pixel hits and at least six hits in the SCT (eight hits in total). If a track crosses a dead sensor, it is not counted as a hit in the corresponding subdetector; the number of pixel + SCT holes is required to be less than three. For tracks with $0.1 < |\eta| < 1.9$ it is required that $n > 5$ and $n_{\text{out}}^{\text{TRT}} < 0.9n$, where $n = n_{\text{TRT}} + n_{\text{out}}^{\text{TRT}}$, and $n_{\text{TRT}}(n_{\text{out}}^{\text{TRT}})$ stands for the number of TRT hits (outliers [14]) on the track.

The trigger system [15] for data collected up to and including 2012 comprises three levels: the hardware-based first-level (L1) trigger and the high-level triggers (HLT), consisting of the second-level trigger and the event filter. The L1 trigger uses resistive plate chambers and thin gap chambers to trigger on muons in the pseudorapidity ranges of $|\eta| < 1.05$ and $1.05 < |\eta| < 2.5$, respectively. One or more regions-of-interest (RoI), identified by the L1 muon trigger, seed the HLT muon reconstruction algorithms, where the tracks from both the ID and the MS are combined. For this analysis the HLT selection of the $J/\psi$ requires two oppositely charged muons, originating at a common vertex, with the invariant mass of the muon pair lying between 2.5 GeV and 4.3 GeV. The individual muon $p_T$ thresholds are both 4 GeV. The pseudorapidity range of the muon selection is $|\eta| < 2.5$.

III. SIMULATION, RECONSTRUCTION, AND EVENT SELECTION

Samples for the signal ($B^+_c \to J/\psi \pi^+$ and $B^+_c \to J/\psi K^+$) were generated with the PYTHIA Monte Carlo (MC) generator [16,17]. For the generation of the $B^+_c$ meson a dedicated PYTHIA extension was used, based on theoretical input [5,9]. The parameters of the MC simulation are described in Sec. VI. The response of the ATLAS detector was simulated with the ATLFAST2 procedure [18] using the GEANT4 package [19], and the events are reconstructed with the same software as is used to process the data from the detector. The effect of multiple proton-proton collisions per beam crossing, also known as pileup, is included.

The $J/\psi$ candidates are reconstructed from pairs of oppositely charged muon candidates. To allow the most accurate corrections for trigger efficiencies, each reconstructed muon candidate is required to match a

$^3$In this context, a hole is counted when a hit is expected in an active sensor located on the track trajectory between the first and the last hit associated with this track, but no such hit is found. If the corresponding sensor is known to be inactive and therefore not expected to provide a hit, no hole is counted.
trigger-identified muon candidate within a cone\(^4\) of size \(\Delta R = \sqrt{\Delta \eta^2 + \Delta \phi^2} = 0.01\). The efficiency of matching the reconstructed muon candidates to the trigger muon candidates is comparable for the two \(B\)-meson species according to MC simulation. The muon pair is fitted to a common vertex with the requirement that at least one of the muons is a combined muon. The procedure is described in Ref. [20]. The following requirements are applied to choose a \(J/\psi\) candidate:

(i) The \(p_T\) of each of the two muon candidates must be above 4 GeV.

(ii) The vertex fit quality \(\chi^2/\text{d.o.f.} = 1\) must be below 15. This soft requirement is chosen to remove highly unlikely muon combinations.

(iii) The invariant mass \(m(\mu^+\mu^-)\) calculated from the refitted track parameters must lie in a mass window that depends on the pseudorapidity of the muons. The \(\eta\) ranges are determined from the resolution of the muon detectors. Three mass windows are defined for the \(J/\psi\) around the world average value of 3096.916 MeV [21], as follows. If the \(|\eta|\) of both muons is less than (greater than) 1.05, the mass window is \(\pm 120\) MeV (\(\pm 270\) MeV). If the \(|\eta|\) of one muon is less than 1.05 and the \(|\eta|\) of the other muon is between 1.05 and 2.5, the mass window is \(\pm 180\) MeV.

The muon mass is assigned to each track in the \(J/\psi\) reconstruction. The refitted track parameters are derived from the vertex fit.

The \(B\) candidates (where \(B\) represents \(B_c^+\) or \(B_c^-\)) are reconstructed by fitting the tracks of the two muons from the \(J/\psi\) candidate, together with a charged-hadron track, to a common vertex. For the \(B_c^\pm\) candidates the kaon mass is assigned to the hadron track while for the \(B_c^\pm\) candidates the pion mass is assigned to the hadron track. The mass of the \(J/\psi\) meson is constrained in the fit to its world average value.

The primary \(pp\) interaction vertex is found by extrapolating the flight direction of the reconstructed \(B\) candidate to the \(z\)-axis and then selecting the closest vertex in the \(z\) direction [22]. The selected vertex is refitted with the three signal tracks (two muonic and one hadronic) removed.

A significant part of the combinatorial background consists of \(J/\psi\) mesons that combine with light hadrons that are not associated with the decay. This background can be reduced by applying a minimum value for the significance of the impact parameter of the hadron track relative to the primary vertex in the transverse plane, \(d_{xy}^2/\sigma(d_{xy}^2)\), where \(d_{xy}^2\) is the projection of the impact parameter onto the transverse plane and \(\sigma(d_{xy}^2)\) is the uncertainty of \(d_{xy}^2\).

Another significant source of background which is especially important for the \(B_c^\pm\) is the partially reconstructed semileptonic decays of the \(B_c^\pm\) such as \(B_c^\pm \rightarrow J/\psi \mu^\mp \nu_{\mu}\). This background is reduced by removing combinations in which one of the hadronic candidates is identified as a muon by the MS.

Reconstructed \(B\) candidates are required to satisfy the following selection criteria:

(i) The \(\chi^2/\text{d.o.f.} = 4\) of the fit of the \(B\) vertex must be below 1.8.

(ii) The rapidity \(|\gamma(B)|\) must be less than 2.3.

(iii) The \(p_T\) of the hadron candidate must be above 2.0 GeV.

(iv) To suppress combinatorial background due to prompt\(^5\) \(J/\psi\) candidates, the impact parameter significance \(d_{xy}^2/\sigma(d_{xy}^2)\) of the hadron candidate must exceed 1.2. MC studies demonstrated that this criterion is more efficient for the \(B_c^\pm\) candidate selection than a requirement on the lifetime.

In events with multiple \(B\) candidates, the candidate with the best \(\chi^2\) from the vertex fits is used. The fraction of multiple-candidate events is negligible for this analysis, as observed in data and confirmed by MC studies. This analysis uses all the ground-state \(B\) candidates including those produced directly and those produced from the cascade decay of excited states.

### IV. RELATIVE CROSS SECTION CALCULATION

The relative cross section times branching fraction is given by:

\[
\frac{\sigma(B_c^\pm) \cdot B(B_c^\pm \rightarrow J/\psi \pi^\pm) \cdot B(J/\psi \rightarrow \mu^+ \mu^-)}{\sigma(B^\pm) \cdot B(B_c^\pm \rightarrow J/\psi K^\pm) \cdot B(J/\psi \rightarrow \mu^+ \mu^-)} = \frac{N_{\text{reco}}(B_c^\pm)}{N_{\text{reco}}(B^\pm)} \cdot \frac{e(B_c^\pm)}{e(B^\pm)}. \tag{1}
\]

The notation \(N_{\text{reco}}(X)\) refers to the number of reconstructed collision data events, where \(X\) is either \(B_c^\pm\) or \(B^\pm\). The \(e(B_c^\pm)\) and \(e(B^\pm)\) are the efficiencies of \(B^\pm\) and \(B_c^\pm\) reconstruction that correct the numbers \(N_{\text{reco}}(B_c^\pm)\) and \(N_{\text{reco}}(B^\pm)\) for detector effects, selection criteria, differences between interactions of \(K^\pm\) and \(\pi^\pm\) with the detector material, as well as efficiencies associated with the trigger.

---

\(^4\) ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point (IP) in the center of the detector and the \(z\)-axis along the beam line. The \(x\)-axis points from the IP to the center of the LHC ring, and the \(y\)-axis points upward. Cylindrical coordinates \((r, \phi)\) are used in the transverse plane, \(\phi\) being the azimuthal angle around the \(z\)-axis and \(r\) the distance from the IP in the transverse plane.

\(^5\) “Prompt” here refer to states that are produced directly by short-lived QCD sources, i.e., those not produced in the beauty hadron decays.
V. FIT TO THE MASS DISTRIBUTIONS

Extended unbinned maximum-likelihood fits to the mass distributions of the \( B_c^\pm \) and the \( B^\pm \) are performed to extract \( N_{\text{reco}}(B_c^\pm) \) and \( N_{\text{reco}}(B^\pm) \) from the data in each bin in \( p_T \) and \( |y| \). This involves calculating the parameters that maximize the likelihood function, defined as

\[
\mathcal{L} = \frac{e^{-N_{\text{sig}} - N_{\text{bkg}}}}{N!} \prod_{i=1}^{N} \left[ N_{\text{sig}} \mathcal{F}_{\text{signal}}(m_j^{j/\psi X_h}, \delta m_j^{j/\psi X_h}) + N_{\text{bkg}} \mathcal{F}_{\text{bkg}}(m_j^{j/\psi X_h}) \right]
\]

where \( N \) is the total number of \( J/\psi X_h \) candidates, \( X_h \) represents the corresponding hadron, \( N_{\text{sig}} \) is the total number of signal events, and \( N_{\text{bkg}} \) is the total number of background events. The contribution from the signal \( \mathcal{F}_{\text{signal}} \) is modeled by a Gaussian probability density function with event-by-event errors. It is given for the \( B_c^\pm \) by

\[
\mathcal{F}_{\text{signal}}(m_j^{j/\psi X_h}, \delta m_j^{j/\psi X_h}) \propto \exp \left( -\frac{(m_j^{j/\psi X_h} - m_{B_c^\pm})^2}{2(s_1 \delta m_j^{j/\psi X_h})^2} \right)
\]

and for the \( B^\pm \) by

\[
\mathcal{F}_{\text{signal}}(m_j^{j/\psi K^\pm}, \delta m_j^{j/\psi K^\pm}) \propto \exp \left( -\frac{(m_j^{j/\psi K^\pm} - m_{B^\pm})^2}{2(s_2 \delta m_j^{j/\psi K^\pm})^2} \right)
\]

where \( m_{B^\pm} \) and \( m_{B_c^\pm} \) are the masses of the \( B^\pm \) and \( B_c^\pm \), respectively. The variables \( m_{B^\pm} \) and \( m_{B_c^\pm} \) are taken as free parameters in the fit. The widths \( s_1 \delta m_j^{j/\psi X_h} \) and \( s_2 \delta m_j^{j/\psi K^\pm} \) are the products of the corresponding scale factors \( s_1 \) and \( s_2 \) and the event-by-event mass resolution. The event-by-event mass uncertainty is calculated from the tracking covariance matrices by error propagation. The scale factors are free parameters of the fit which account for imperfection in estimates of the mass errors. Ideally the value of \( s_{1,2} \) is one. The mass resolution \( \sigma_m \) is obtained from the fits and appears in the relevant tables below. It is defined as the half-width of the region of the \( J/\psi \) mass distribution for which the integral of the sum of \( \mathcal{F}_{\text{signal}}(m_j^{j/\psi X_h}, \delta m_j^{j/\psi X_h}) \) over all candidates contains 68.27% of \( N_{\text{sig}} \).

The background to \( B_c^\pm \) production is modeled with an exponential function plus a constant term,

\[
\mathcal{F}_{\text{bkg}} \propto \exp(a \cdot m_j^{j/\psi X_h}) + b.
\]

In the \( B^\pm \) mass region, partially reconstructed \( b \)-hadron decays populate the lower part of the \( B^\pm \) mass spectrum. Their contributions are estimated with a complementary error function

\[
\mathcal{F}_{\text{bkg}}^{(1)}(m_j^{j/\psi K^\pm}) \propto 1 - \text{erf} \left( \frac{m_j^{j/\psi K^\pm} - m_0}{s_0} \right) = 1 - \frac{2}{\sqrt{\pi}} \int_0^A e^{-t^2} dt
\]

where \( A = \frac{m_j^{j/\psi K^\pm} - m_0}{s_0} \), and \( m_0 \) and \( s_0 \) determine the position and the slope of the error function, respectively.

The Cabibbo-suppressed decay \( B^\pm \rightarrow J/\psi \pi^\pm \) populates the high part of the \( B^\pm \) mass spectrum. It is modeled by a Gaussian function

\[
\mathcal{F}_{\text{bkg}}^{(2)}(m_j^{j/\psi K^\pm}) \propto \exp \left( -\frac{(m_j^{j/\psi K^\pm} - m_{B^\pm,\pi^\pm})^2}{2(s_3 \delta m_j^{j/\psi K^\pm})^2} \right),
\]

where \( s_3 \) is the corresponding scale factor. The variable \( m_{B^\pm,\pi^\pm} \) is the median of the mass distribution in the data for \( B^\pm \rightarrow J/\psi \pi^\pm \) events when the kaon mass instead of the pion mass is assumed for the charged-hadron track.

The remaining background is mostly due to production of \( J/\psi \) mesons from decays of \( b \)-hadrons other than the \( B^\pm \), which are combined with a random hadron track. They are described with an exponential function

\[
\mathcal{F}_{\text{bkg}}^{(3)}(m_j^{j/\psi K^\pm}) \propto \exp (d \cdot m_j^{j/\psi K^\pm}),
\]

where \( d \) is a constant.

The models for the background contributions are combined with different fractions, which are fitted to the data. The relative fractions are left free in the fit, as \( (a \times \mathcal{F}_{\text{bkg}}^{(1)} + b \times \mathcal{F}_{\text{bkg}}^{(2)} + (1 - (a + b)) \times \mathcal{F}_{\text{bkg}}^{(3)}) \), where \( a \) and \( b \) are free parameters of the fit.

The projections of the results of the invariant-mass fits of the \( B^\pm \) and the \( B_c^\pm \) for the various \( p_T \) and \( y \) bins considered in this measurement are given in Figs. 1–6. The inset below each plot shows the bin-by-bin difference between each data point and the value obtained from the fit function divided by the quadrature sum of the statistical uncertainty and the systematic uncertainties obtained from varying the fit model and discussed in Sec. VII. Tables I and II show a summary of the main parameters of the fits.

VI. DETERMINATION OF THE \( B_c^\pm/B^\pm \) EFFICIENCY AND ACCEPTANCE RATIO

In order to correct the MC distributions to match the observed data, a sPlot-based MC reweighting technique [23] is exploited. This procedure is applied separately to the \( B_c^\pm \) and \( B^\pm \) candidates. The following MC variables are reweighted: \( p_T \) of the \( B \) candidate, \( y \) of the \( B \) candidate, \( \chi^2 \) of the secondary vertex, and the transverse impact parameter significance \( d_{0Y}^0/\sigma(d_{0Y}^0) \).
MC events \( N_{\text{MC}} \) to the number of generated MC events \( \lambda_{\text{MC}} \) in the associated bins in the fiducial region. Bin-to-bin migration is included and found to be less than 0.1%, and the associated systematic uncertainties are significantly smaller than uncertainties from other sources.
The efficiency can be factorized into the product of the efficiency of the $J/\psi$ trigger $\epsilon_{\text{trigger}}$, the efficiency of the muon spectrometer $\epsilon_{\text{MS}}$, the efficiency of the inner detector $\epsilon_{\text{ID}}$, the efficiency of fitting the muon and hadron tracks to a common decay vertex $\epsilon_{\text{vertex}}$, and the efficiency of the selection criteria $\epsilon_{\text{selection}}$ [24]:

$$
\epsilon = \epsilon_{\text{trigger}} \cdot \epsilon_{\text{MS}}(\mu^+) \cdot \epsilon_{\text{MS}}(\mu^-) \cdot (\epsilon_{\text{ID}}(\mu^+))^2 \cdot \epsilon_{\text{ID}}(X_h) \cdot \epsilon_{\text{vertex}}(B) \cdot \epsilon_{\text{selection}}(B),
$$

where $\epsilon(X_h)$ is the $K^\pm$ efficiency in the $B^\pm$ channel and $\pi^\pm$ efficiency in the $B_c^\pm$ channel, while $B$ stands for the $B^\pm$ and $B_c^\pm$ candidates. Muon trigger efficiencies are calculated using the method outlined in Ref. [25], which can be briefly summarized as follows. The single-muon trigger efficiency is determined from a tag-and-probe study of the $J/\psi$ and $\Upsilon$ dimuon decays in Ref. [26]. The efficiency map is calculated as a function of $p_T(\mu)$ and $q \times n(\mu)$, where $q = \pm 1$ is the electric charge of the $\mu^\pm$, expressed in units of $e$.

Besides the product of two single-muon terms, the trigger efficiency includes components that account for reductions in efficiency due to closely spaced muons firing only a single RoI, for vertex quality and opposite-sign charge requirements.
same tag-and-probe method. Combined muons are used as the tag muons and the ID tracks with the standard quality requirements are used as probes. The efficiency $\epsilon^{ID}(\mu^\pm)$ of the muon track reconstruction with the ID is conservatively taken to be $(99 \pm 1)\%$ [28,29].

The vertexing efficiency $e^{\text{vertex}}$ is estimated with data and MC simulation for the $B^\pm$ and the $B^{\pm}_J$. The efficiency ratio $e^{\text{vertex}}(B^\pm)/e^{\text{vertex}}(B^{\pm}_J)$ is found to be 1.01 $\pm$ 0.01 stat.

The MC samples ($B^\pm \rightarrow J/\psi \pi^\pm$ and $B^\pm \rightarrow J/\psi K^\pm$) were generated with requirements on the hadron of $p_T > 500$ MeV and $|y| < 2.5$. The requirements on muons were $p_T > 2.5$ GeV and $|y| < 2.7$. These are called the minimal selection criteria (MSC). To determine corrections to the efficiencies due to MSC, a dedicated MC sample was produced for each channel with no selection on pion, kaon, and muon momenta and with a requirement that their absolute rapidity be less than 10. The MC samples are corrected to take into account the MSC, and these correction factors are propagated to the analysis results. The following values are computed: $f^{\text{corr}}(B^\pm) = N(B^\pm)_{\text{MSC}}/N(B^\pm)_{\text{no MSC}}$, and $f^{\text{corr}}(B^{\pm}_J) = N(B^{\pm}_J)_{\text{MSC}}/N(B^{\pm}_J)_{\text{no MSC}}$, where $N(B)_{\text{MSC}}$ and $N(B)_{\text{no MSC}}$ stand for the numbers of $B$ decays before and after applying the MSC, respectively, in the $p_T$ and $|y|$ bins used in the analysis. These correction factors range from 8% to 22% depending on the $p_T$ and $|y|$ of the $B$ candidates. The value of the ratio $f^{\text{corr}}(B^\pm)/f^{\text{corr}}(B^{\pm}_J)$ is propagated as a correction factor to the relative $B^\pm/B^{\pm}_J$ cross section. The corrections obtained, along with their uncertainties, are

FIG. 5. The projection of the fit of the invariant mass distribution for the $B^\pm_J$ meson. “Signal” stands for the signal component of the fit, “Background” stands for the combinatorial background component of the fit, and “Total fit” stands for the fit to the sum of the signal and background components. The fit for the inner rapidity bin ($|y(B^\pm)| < 0.75$) is shown at the top, and that for the outer rapidity bin ($0.75 < |y(B^\pm)| < 2.3$) at the bottom. The $p_T$ requirement is $p_T(B^\pm_J) > 13$ GeV. The fits are used to extract $N^{\text{rec}}(B^\pm_J) + N^{\text{rec}}(B^{\pm}_J)$ and its uncertainty in each bin. The inset below each plot shows the bin-by-bin difference between the data point and the value obtained from the fit function divided by the quadrature sum of the statistical uncertainty and the systematic uncertainties obtained from varying the fit model.

FIG. 6. The projection of the fit of the invariant mass distribution for the $B^\pm$ meson using the complete dataset ($p_T(B^\pm) > 13$ GeV, $|y(B^\pm)| < 2.3$). “Signal” stands for the signal component of the fit, “Background” stands for the combinatorial background component of the fit, and “Total fit” stands for the fit to the sum of the signal and background components. The fit is used to extract $N^{\text{rec}}(B^\pm) + N^{\text{rec}}(B^{\pm}_J)$ and its uncertainty in each bin. The inset below each plot shows the bin-by-bin difference between the data point and the value obtained from the fit function divided by the quadrature sum of the statistical uncertainty and the systematic uncertainties obtained from varying the fit model.
summarized in Table III. Each entry in the rightmost column in Table III is then multiplied by the corresponding value of the ratio of efficiencies $e(B^\pm)/e(B^\pm)$. The systematic uncertainty on the MSC procedure is estimated as the difference between the raw MC prediction and the one reweighted using the sPlot-based technique. The uncertainties in these corrections and each of the uncertainties contributing to the final efficiency ratios are added in quadrature.

The efficiency of the analysis selection criteria, $\phi_{\text{selection}}$, derived from MC simulation, is incorporated into the final efficiency ratios given below. The efficiency ratios $e(B^\pm)/e(B^\pm)$, excluding the MSC corrections, are found to be $2.19 \pm 0.05$ for $13 \text{ GeV} < p_T < 22 \text{ GeV}$, $1.22 \pm 0.03$ for $p_T > 22 \text{ GeV}$, $1.75 \pm 0.03$ for $p_T > 13 \text{ GeV}$, $1.74 \pm 0.05$ for $|y| < 0.75$, and $1.76 \pm 0.04$ for $0.75 < |y| < 2.3$ (see Section VII). Here and below, when the range of a single variable is specified, it is implicitly understood that the full range is selected for the other variable, namely $p_T > 13 \text{ GeV}$ and $|y| < 2.3$. The reason for the efficiency ratios being larger than one is primarily that the $B^\pm$ has a longer lifetime than the $B^\pm$. Due to the shorter $B^\pm$ lifetime, the combination of the $d\sigma/dy$ and $p_T$ (hadron) selections criteria affects the $B^\pm$ more than the $B^\pm$, this fact explains the factor two difference in the relative analysis efficiency between the $p_T$ bins.

### Table III. Summary of corrections due to the minimal selection criteria in the MC simulation. The first uncertainty is statistical, the second one is systematic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis bin</th>
<th>Correction to the $B_c^\pm$</th>
<th>Correction to the $B^\pm$</th>
<th>Ratio of the corrections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$p_T(B) &gt; 13 \text{ GeV},</td>
<td>y(B)</td>
<td>&lt; 2.3$</td>
<td>$0.0969 \pm 0.0004 \pm 0.0024$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$13 &lt; p_T(B) &lt; 22 \text{ GeV},</td>
<td>y(B)</td>
<td>&lt; 2.3$</td>
<td>$0.0829 \pm 0.0004 \pm 0.0031$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_T(B) &gt; 22 \text{ GeV},</td>
<td>y(B)</td>
<td>&lt; 2.3$</td>
<td>$0.2164 \pm 0.0014 \pm 0.0018$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_T(B) &gt; 13 \text{ GeV},</td>
<td>y(B)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.75$</td>
<td>$0.0984 \pm 0.0007 \pm 0.0033$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_T(B) &gt; 13 \text{ GeV}, 0.75 &lt;</td>
<td>y(B)</td>
<td>&lt; 2.3$</td>
<td>$0.0952 \pm 0.0005 \pm 0.0014$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table IV. Summary of the absolute values of systematic uncertainties for the analysis efficiency ratios.

| Source of uncertainty | $p_T > 13 \text{ GeV}$ | $13 < p_T < 22 \text{ GeV}$ | $p_T > 22 \text{ GeV}$ | $|y| < 0.75$ | $0.75 < |y| < 2.3$ |
|-----------------------|-------------------------|-------------------------|-------------------------|-------------------------|-------------------------|
| Size of the MC samples and the event counting | 0.03 | 0.05 | 0.03 | 0.05 | 0.04 |
| sPlot-based MC reweighting procedure | 0.04 | 0.03 | 0.03 | 0.05 | 0.06 |
| Minimal selection criteria | 0.04 | 0.09 | 0.02 | 0.06 | 0.03 |
| Tracking uncertainty | 0.01 | 0.01 | 0.01 | 0.01 | 0.01 |
The uncertainty in the efficiencies is due to the size of the MC sample and systematic uncertainties in the event counting. The precision of the efficiencies due to the size of the MC sample is calculated according to Bernoulli statistics. The uncertainty in the probability of generated events to fall into a specific bin in $p_T$ or $|y|$ and the uncertainty in the probability of reconstructing these events are added in quadrature.

The sPlot-based MC reweighting procedure produces an additional systematic uncertainty that is estimated by varying the reweighted distributions while preserving agreement with the data at the $1\sigma$ level. The maximum deviation for the analysis efficiency is taken as the systematic uncertainty of the analysis efficiency derived from the sPlot-based MC reweighting procedure. The uncertainties in the efficiency ratios are found to be 0.03 for $13 \text{ GeV} < p_T < 22 \text{ GeV}$, 0.04 for $p_T > 13 \text{ GeV}$, 0.05 for $|y| < 0.75$, and 0.06 for $0.75 < |y| < 2.3$.

The systematic uncertainties of the fitting procedure (which influence the number of signal events) involve the choice of signal model and the choice of background model. They are estimated by fitting the invariant mass distributions of the $B^+ K^-$ and $B^0 \pi^0$ using alternative models for the signal and background shapes and varying the mass range of the fit. The sources of uncertainty are treated as uncorrelated. The maximum deviations from the nominal values when performing alternative fits for each of the sources are added in quadrature to form the systematic uncertainty of the fitted number of events.

**TABLE V.** Summary of all systematic uncertainties for the number of signal events in the two $p_T$ bins.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Signal model of the fit</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS and PRD components</td>
<td>+19.3%</td>
<td>+19.9%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background model of the fit</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trigger and reconstruction effects</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B$-meson lifetime uncertainty</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>&lt;0.1%</td>
<td>&lt;0.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE VI.** Summary of all systematic uncertainties for the number of signal events in the two $|y|$ bins.

| Source of uncertainty                      | $B^+$ ($|y| < 0.75$) | $0.75 < |y| < 2.3$ | $B^+$ ($|y| < 0.75$) | $0.75 < |y| < 2.3$ |
|--------------------------------------------|----------------------|-------------------|----------------------|-------------------|
| Signal model of the fit                    | 2.5%                 | 2.8%              | 0.1%                 | 0.2%              |
| CS and PRD components                       | +11.2%               | +23.2%            | 0.5%                 | 0.5%              |
| Background model of the fit                 | 2.8%                 | 1.3%              | 0.2%                 | 0.2%              |
| Trigger effects and reconstruction effects  | 1.1%                 | 1.0%              | 1.2%                 | 1.1%              |
| $B$-meson lifetime uncertainty              | 1.0%                 | 0.9%              | <0.1%                | <0.1%             |

**TABLE VII.** Summary of all systematic uncertainties for the number of signal events in the combined bin ($p_T > 13$ GeV, $|y| < 2.3$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of uncertainty</th>
<th>$B^+$</th>
<th>$B^0$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Signal model of the fit</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS and PRD components</td>
<td>+17.4%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background model of the fit</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trigger effects and reconstruction effects</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B$-meson lifetime uncertainty</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>&lt;0.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The influence of the choice of signal model on the $B_{\pm}^0$ signal yield is estimated by replacing the Gaussian function by a Crystal Ball function $[31,32]$

\[
\chi^2_{\text{Crystal Ball}}(m_{j/y\pi\pm}) \propto \begin{cases} 
\exp \left\{ -\left(\frac{(m_{j/y\pi\pm} - m_{B_{\pm}^0})^2}{(2\sigma_{\text{CB}}^2)} \right) \right\}, & \text{for } m_{j/y\pi\pm} > m_{B_{\pm}^0} - \alpha \sigma_{\text{CB}}^2 \\
\left[\frac{(m_{B_{\pm}^0} - m_{j/y\pi\pm})/\sigma_{\text{CB}}^2}{(n/\alpha)^2 \exp(-\alpha^2/2)} \right], & \text{for } m_{j/y\pi\pm} < m_{B_{\pm}^0} - \alpha \sigma_{\text{CB}}^2,
\end{cases}
\]

polynomials of the second kind. The result is 0.2% for $13 \text{ GeV} < p_T(B_{\pm}^0) < 22 \text{ GeV}$, 0.2% for $p_T(B_{\pm}^0) > 22 \text{ GeV}$, 0.2% for $|y| < 0.75$, 0.2% for $0.75 < |y| < 2.3$, and 0.1% for the inclusive bin $p_T(B_{\pm}^0) > 13 \text{ GeV}$. All these contributions are summarized in Tables V, VI, and VII in the row labeled “Background model of the fit.”

The CS contribution to the $B_{\pm}^0$ fit is estimated by considering two extreme scenarios: no contribution and one that is twice the nominal fraction obtained from the fit. The difference between these scenarios is taken as the uncertainty in the number of candidates. As a cross-check, the functional form of a $B_{\pm} \to J/\psi \pi^\pm$ component is varies to the sum of a Gaussian and an asymmetric Johnson function $[33,34]$ and the resulting effects are found to be covered by the quoted systematic uncertainty.

Dimuon trigger efficiencies are calculated for both decay modes, and relative trigger efficiencies for both channels considered are identical within the systematic uncertainty. The residual minor uncertainty is propagated to the final combined uncertainty of the result.

The current world average uncertainty in the $B_{\pm}^0$ lifetime of 0.507 ps is 0.009 ps $[21]$, which corresponds to about 2%, while the uncertainty in the $B_{\pm}$ lifetime is four times smaller. To analytically estimate the upper limit on the uncertainty due to the lifetime, the $d_{xy}^S$ significance is studied and treated as 100% correlated with the lifetime. Using the limiting value for the selection criterion, which is $d_{xy}^S/\sigma(d_{xy}^S) = 1.2, \text{ the uncertainty is obtained by multiplying } 1.2 \text{ by } 2\% \text{ to yield } 0.024.$ Applying ±0.024 to the $d_{xy}^S$ significance, the resulting change in the number of $B_{\pm}^0$ signal events is taken as the uncertainty due to the lifetime. The absolute values of this uncertainty are shown in Tables V–VII. As a cross-check, the $B_{\pm}^0$ MC exclusive signal sample is reweighted in order to reflect the ±2% lifetime uncertainty mentioned above. The analysis efficiencies are recalculated and the maximum deviations are found to have smaller impact than those from the main method, so the largest deviations obtained from the main method are used as an estimator of the uncertainty.

The central values of the integrated luminosity for the two $B$-meson datasets are exactly the same, so the integrated luminosity cancels out completely in the ratio and the luminosity uncertainty does not contribute to the uncertainty of this measurement. Removing combinations in which one of the hadronic candidates is identified as a muon contributes an uncertainty that is very small.
FIG. 7. Summary of the cross-section measurement presented in this article. The left figure shows the production cross section for the $B_c^\pm$ relative to the $B^\pm$ (times the corresponding branching fractions) for two bins in $p_T$ (black data points) and for the inclusive bin (horizontal band). The right figure shows the measurement binned in rapidity (black data points). On each point the horizontal bar indicates the bin width. The vertical inner error bars on the data points indicate the statistical uncertainty. The outer error bars indicate the size of the quadrature sum of uncertainties from all sources: statistical, systematic, and lifetime. The double hatched error band indicates the statistical uncertainty, while the single hatched bands indicate the quadrature sum of uncertainties from all sources.

VIII. RESULTS

The yields $N_{\text{reco}}(B_c^\pm)$ and $N_{\text{reco}}(B^\pm)$, and their statistical uncertainties are extracted from the maximum-likelihood fits of the respective invariant mass distributions. The differential relative production cross sections times branching fractions are calculated according to Eq. (1) for all bins in $p_T$ and $|y|$.

The differential relative production cross section for the inclusive selection containing all events in the range $p_T > 13$ GeV and $|y| < 2.3$ is

$$\frac{\sigma(B_c^\pm) \cdot B(B_c^\pm \rightarrow J/\psi \pi^\pm)}{\sigma(B^\pm) \cdot B(B^\pm \rightarrow J/\psi K^\pm)} = (0.34 \pm 0.04_{\text{stat}} \pm 0.06_{\text{syst}} \pm 0.01_{\text{lifetime}})\%,$$

(i) for $13 \text{ GeV} < p_T < 22 \text{ GeV}$, $|y| < 2.3$ is $(0.44 \pm 0.07_{\text{stat}} \pm 0.09_{\text{syst}} \pm 0.01_{\text{lifetime}})\%$, (ii) for $p_T > 22$ GeV, $|y| < 2.3$ is $(0.24 \pm 0.04_{\text{stat}} \pm 0.05_{\text{syst}} \pm 0.01_{\text{lifetime}})\%$,

(iii) for $p_T > 13$ GeV, $|y| < 0.75$ is $(0.38 \pm 0.06_{\text{stat}} \pm 0.05_{\text{syst}} \pm 0.01_{\text{lifetime}})\%$,

(iv) and for $p_T > 13$ GeV, $0.75 < |y| < 2.3$ is $(0.29 \pm 0.05_{\text{stat}} \pm 0.07_{\text{syst}} \pm 0.01_{\text{lifetime}})\%$.

Figure 7 summarizes the results of the measurement for the $p_T(B)$ and $|y(B)|$ bins as well as for the inclusive bin.

The differential measurement suggests a dependence on the transverse momentum: the production cross section of the $B_c^\pm$ decreases faster with $p_T$ than the production cross section of the $B^\pm$. No significant dependence on rapidity is observed.

IX. CONCLUSION

The production cross section of the $B_c^\pm$ meson relative to the production cross section of the $B^\pm$ meson is measured using $B_c^\pm \rightarrow J/\psi \pi^\pm$ and $B^\pm \rightarrow J/\psi K^\pm$ decays reconstructed by the ATLAS detector analyzing $pp$ collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 8$ TeV delivered by the LHC in 2012. The data used for this study correspond to an integrated luminosity of 20.3 fb$^{-1}$. The relative cross section times branching fraction for the full range $p_T > 13$ GeV and $|y| < 2.3$ is $(0.34 \pm 0.04_{\text{stat}} \pm 0.06_{\text{syst}} \pm 0.01_{\text{lifetime}})\%$. The ratio of the $B_c^\pm$ to $B^\pm$ cross sections is measured in two intervals of transverse momentum and rapidity of the $B$-meson candidates. The differential measurement suggests a dependence on the transverse momentum: the production cross section of the $B_c^\pm$ meson decreases faster with $p_T$ than the production cross section of the $B^\pm$ meson. No significant dependence on rapidity is observed.
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In this Letter, we report the first simultaneous measurement of the relative branching ratios $B_{K^0_s}^+/B_{K^0_s}^-$ using 14 000 000 $K_{S}^0$ decays collected with the ATLAS experiment at the LHC. Our result is $B_{K^0_s}^+/B_{K^0_s}^- = (0.837(33)\%$ in agreement with the world average and current theoretical predictions. The measurement of the relative branching ratios $B_{K^0_s}^+/B_{K^0_s}^-$ is a key ingredient to test the predictions of the Standard Model and its extensions.
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